DSIP-induced changes of the daily concentrations of brain neurotransmitters and plasma proteins in rats.
The influence of delta sleep-inducing peptide (DSIP) on the brain neurotransmitters 5-HT, dopamine and norepinephrine and plasma proteins/corticosterone concentrations for four time points within the 24 hr following IV injection of 30 nmol/kg was investigated in rats. DSIP administered in the morning or in the evening respectively induced changes in nearly all measured parameters. Different effects were observed for different times of administration. The most marked changes were found in the level of serotonin during daytime. In view of the multivariate results obtained by measuring several parameters at multiple time points, a method was developed to describe the time-dependent changes. By means of "circadian rhythm statistics" based on a statistical likelihood analysis we found that multiple and different changes within the factor's daily variation are induced by one injection of DSIP. A multidimensional scaling of the results provides further insights into the correlations of the DSIP-induced effects on plasma and brain factors which are therefore tentatively termed "programming functions." These apparently involve not just sleep induction but also act on multiple parameters within the 24 hr rest-activity period.